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Sensory feedback synchronizes motor and sensory
neuronal networks in the neonatal rat spinal cord
Ana R. Inácio1,2, Azat Nasretdinov3, Julia Lebedeva1,2,3 & Roustem Khazipov1,2,3

Early stages of sensorimotor system development in mammals are characterized by the

occurrence of spontaneous movements. Whether and how these movements support

correlated activity in developing sensorimotor spinal cord circuits remains unknown. Here we

show highly correlated activity in sensory and motor zones in the spinal cord of neonatal rats

in vivo. Both during twitches and complex movements, movement-generating bursts in motor

zones are followed by bursts in sensory zones. Deafferentation does not affect activity in

motor zones and movements, but profoundly suppresses activity bursts in sensory laminae

and results in sensorimotor uncoupling, implying a primary role of sensory feedback in

sensorimotor synchronization. This is further supported by largely dissociated activity in

sensory and motor zones observed in the isolated spinal cord in vitro. Thus, sensory feedback

resulting from spontaneous movements is instrumental for coordination of activity in

developing sensorimotor spinal cord circuits.
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S
pontaneous movements are a hallmark of early stages of
mammalian development1–3. These largely uncoordinated
early movement patterns are generated by motor

commands from the spinal cord4, with a developmental control
from the brainstem5, notably red nucleus6, and persist after
decerebration5 or deafferentation2,7. Growing evidence indicates
that spontaneous movements are implicated in a number of
activity-dependent developmental processes including formation
of connections between motoneurons and muscles8, development
of sensorimotor spinal cord circuits and reflexes9,10, and
formation of thalamocortical body maps11–18. In rodent
embryos, generation of early motor activities in the spinal cord
was shown to involve transient circuits, electrical synapses and
excitatory actions of GABA19,20. Similar early movement patterns
implicated in a variety of developmental processes also have been
described in non-mammalian species, notably chick embryos19,21

and crustaceans (for review see Marder and Rehm22). Yet, the
network activity patterns that underlie the generation of motor
commands and support sensorimotor coordination in spinal cord
circuits during spontaneous motor behaviours in rodents during
the postnatal period, which corresponds to the second half of
gestation in humans23, remain largely unknown.

Current knowledge on the function of the neonatal rodent
spinal cord in relation to early movements is mainly based on
behavioural and network modelling approaches9,24–26. These
studies suggest important roles of sensory feedback resulting from
spontaneous movements in tuning sensorimotor connectivity.
Through a series of elegant studies, Schouenborg and
colleagues9,26,27 have developed a model of motor-directed
somatosensory imprinting to explain the functional adaption
of the nociceptive withdrawal reflex, which occurs through
the postnatal period in rats. The model applies an anti-Hebbian
rule to self-organize sensory-motor connections within
nociceptive withdrawal reflex modules in the spinal cord (with
postsynaptic activity in movement-generating neurons preceding
sensory feedback). Consistently, aberrant sensory input artificially
introduced during spontaneous twitches increased the nociceptive
withdrawal reflex error rate9. These behavioural observations and
model predictions of spinal cord circuit function also are
supported by results obtained for higher sensorimotor stations
(relay thalamus and sensorimotor cortex), where sensory
feedback from spontaneous twitches and reflexive responses
was shown to trigger internally generated thalamocortical
spindle-burst and early gamma oscillations (EGOs)11–14,17,18,28

(see also refs 15,16). Spontaneous movements also were shown to
be efficient triggers of hippocampal activity in neonatal animals29.
Taken together, the existing evidence, based on behavioural
observations and model studies at the level of spinal cord and
recordings of neuronal activity at higher brain centres, suggests
that sensory feedback is central to the roles fulfilled by
spontaneous twitches in coordinating sensorimotor spinal cord
networks. However, spinal cord activity in the context of
spontaneous movements has never been previously addressed
directly. Moreover, several observations question the ubiquity of
the sensory feedback hypothesis in relation to spontaneous
movements. First, recordings of neuronal activity in cortex of
neonatal rats revealed that different types of spontaneous
movements evoke cardinally different cortical responses: while
twitches and startles occurring during sleep were followed by
excitation of neurons in primary motor cortex and hippocampus
(in agreement with the sensory feedback hypothesis), complex,
long-lasting movements occurring during awake states were not
associated with cortical activation30. It has been suggested that
these two types of motor events are differently processed in
cortex, the twitches being processed as unexpected events,
whereas expected sensory input during self-generated complex

movements is gated via corollary discharges31. Gating of sensory
feedback could occur at the level of spinal cord, for example via
local GABAergic interneuron mediated inhibitory corollary
discharge on dorsal sensory neurons and primary afferents32,
but this remains hypothetical. Even more complexity is added by
observations made in the in vitro spinal cord preparation, which
displays spontaneous motor bursts33, and in which other forms of
communication between motor and sensory neurons have been
suggested, including excitatory efferent copy, mediated either by
interneurons activating primary afferents via depolarizing GABA
actions or through ephaptic interactions34,35. However, it remains
unknown whether sensorimotor network activity and the local
interactions described in the in vitro spinal cord preparation
correspond to the spinal cord network dynamics in behaving
animals.

In this study, we addressed the spatiotemporal dynamics of
spinal cord circuitry in relation to neonatal spontaneous move-
ments, in vivo, through simultaneous recordings of translaminar
spinal cord network activity and spontaneous movements in
spine-restrained behaving neonatal rats. We also compared, using
a similar approach, the in vivo activity with the activity patterns
expressed in the isolated spinal cord in vitro. Our main finding is
that both spontaneous twitches and complex movements enable
correlated activity in motor and sensory networks of the spinal
cord in vivo, and that sensory feedback is instrumental in this
synchronization. We also find that although the isolated spinal
cord in vitro displays spontaneous bursting activities in sensory
and motor zones, their spatiotemporal dynamics poorly matches
that of the spinal cord in vivo, even after deafferentation. These
findings provide, for the first time, a description of sensorimotor
spinal cord dynamics in relation to neonatal twitches and
complex movements, indicate supraspinal mechanisms of inhibi-
tion of cortical activation during complex movements, and also
show that sensory feedback from twitches indeed creates
conditions for a reversed-type of Hebbian learning, with the
activity in movement-generating networks preceding the afferent
input, which supports the Schouenborg’s model of motor-
directed somatosensory imprinting.

Results
Functional probing of the neonatal rat spinal cord in vivo. To
explore the dynamics of spinal cord network activity in relation to
early motor behaviour, we developed a method enabling
recording simultaneously translaminar, spinal cord network
events and movements, in vivo. Subjects were neonatal rats, 5–7
days old (P5–P7, P0¼ day of birth). Extracellular, local field
potential (LFP) and multiunit activity (MUA) were recorded
through a linear silicone-based electrode array (16 recording sites
with a centre-to-centre separation of 100 mm). Motor behaviour
(left hindlimb movements) was recorded using a piezoelectric
transducer. Our experimental setup is schematically illustrated in
Fig. 1a. The electrode array was inserted at the lumbar enlarge-
ment (hindlimb representation), at the L3-L5 left hemisegment
level. Anatomical location of each recording site was estimated
based on the electrode array insertion coordinates and on the
corresponding or age-matched histological assessment (as
demonstrated in Fig. 1b and Supplementary Fig. 1). Throughout
the text, depth refers to the subdural spinal depth along the
electrode array axis.

Systematic mechanical stimulation of different points along the
hindlimb allowed establishing topographic relationships, identi-
fying the location of intraspinal sensory neurons and examining
the spatiotemporal properties of mechanical stimulus-evoked
activity in the ipsilateral L3-5 spinal hemisegment. Mechanical
stimulation consisted of a brief (5–10 ms) touch, provided at a
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rate of 0.2 s� 1. The two recording sites (or equivalent intraspinal
depths) showing the shortest response latencies were considered
as sensory zone. Figure 1c shows a case example of response
(sensory zone, average within-burst MUA frequency) by
stimulation point, reminiscent of the large receptive fields

previously described for this age group36,37. Stimulations of the
back, tail, contralateral hindlimb and forelimbs did not produce
alterations in spinal activity in L3-5 hemisegments. The
stimulation point for which we obtained the shortest latency
and highest multiunit frequency response was considered
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Figure 1 | In vivo functional mapping of sensory-motor spinal cord zones. (a) Schematic illustration of the experimental setup. We recorded spinal cord,

translaminar network events, either evoked by mechanical stimulation or spontaneous (and in association with motor behaviour), following which we

performed ISMS. (b) Silicone-based electrode array track visualized on a transverse spinal cord section (P6 rat). Left: ChATþ cells—motoneurons

(Alexa633, confocal image). Expression profiles of ChATþ and NeuNþ cells were used to estimate borders of different spinal cord laminae

(Supplementary Fig. 1). Right: Overlaid dark-field image and epi-fluorescence image (DiI, red) of the same slice and to-scale scheme of the electrode array

(100mm between recording sites), denoting the approximate anatomical location each recording site (dashed lines—Rexed laminae borders). Scale bar:

200mm. (c) Mechanical stimulus (stim)-evoked MUA frequency represented as colour-coded dot overlaid on the corresponding stimulation point in a

aged-matched hindlimb photograph (response map, single, anesthetized animal). Note that all firing frequencies correspond to the two recording sites

showing the shortest response onsets, which were consistent across all stimulation points (depths of 100 and 200mm). The response characterized by the

highest MUA frequency (marked by #) was considered topographic and is described in more detail in d–e. (d) Stim-triggered mean LFP traces and CSD

map (n¼ 100 stimuli, single, non-anesthetized animal). (e) Corresponding normalized translaminar peri-stim time-histograms (PSTHs) of MUA. Note the

duration of response across non-anesthetized animals (mean±s.d., n¼ 10). A comparative description of sensory-evoked responses obtained in

anesthetized animals is included in Supplementary Fig. 2. (f) Mean movement (mov) traces obtained for each depth of ISMS (nE50 pulses per depth,

under 1.5% isoflurane) overlaid on a respective normalized (colour-coded) amplitude map (single animal). Mov onsets and offsets were as graphed

(mean±s.d., n¼9 animals). (g) Occurrence, per depth, of mechanical stimulus-evoked MUA responses (light blue) and ISMS-evoked movements (black)

per animal (n¼ 9). (h) Left: Mean stim-evoked MUA frequency (light blue, n¼ 15 animals) and ISMS evoked-mov amplitude (black, n¼9 animals) per

depth. Right: Corresponding mean stim-evoked response onsets and ISMS-evoked mov onsets per depth. *Po0.05 (Wilcoxon rank-sum test).
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topographic, and this response was analysed further. While
mapping was done essentially under light anesthesia (0.5%
isoflurane), recordings of topographic, mechanical stimulus-
evoked activity were done under no or light anesthesia (0.5%
isoflurane). In both conditions, the stimulus reliably evoked a
primary, sharp LFP deflection and sink within dorsal horn
laminae, with field potentials reversing at relatively deeper dorsal
horn laminae (Fig. 1d, non-anesthetized animal, and
Supplementary Fig. 2, anesthetized animal—same as in Fig. 1d).
These field events were associated with an increase in spiking
activity (Fig. 1e), from 11.9±4.6 s� 1 (baseline) to
193.2±141.4 s� 1 (average within-burst), (mean±s.d., n¼ 10
non-anesthetized animals, PE0.002, Wilcoxon signed-rank test).
Evoked bursts onset and offset were estimated at 12±2 ms and
77±43 ms post-stimulus, respectively (mean±s.d., n¼ 10 non-
anesthetized animals, Fig. 1e). For the vast majority of cases (12 of
14 animals), a secondary activity burst also was observed. These
secondary bursts were restricted to the upper most regions
activated by mechanical stimulation (generally at the subdural
depths of 100–200 mm, consistent with the location of laminae
I-II), and occurred with a delay ranging from approximately 70 to
100 ms in relation to stimulus onset. Primary bursts likely result
from incoming A-fibre inputs, and secondary bursts might reflect
responses to C-fibre activation, as shown previously36. While we
obtained qualitatively and quantitatively similar sensory
responses under no or light anesthesia, one main difference was
found: in the no anesthesia condition, sensory bursts correlated
with activity in motor zones (Fig. 1e and Supplementary Fig. 2).
This activity profile is reminiscent of the activation of reflex
pathways. In addition, the mean baseline MUA in sensory zones
was approximately twofold higher in the absence of isoflurane:
4.9±2.4 s� 1 (with isoflurane, n¼ 9 animals) and 11.9±4.6 s� 1

(without isoflurane, n¼ 10 animals) (mean±s.d., PE6.5� 10� 4,
Wilcoxon rank-sum test). The mean MUA in motor zones also
was higher in the absence of isoflurane: 9.6±6.3 s� 1 (with
isoflurane, n¼ 9 animals) and 18.2±11.4 s� 1 (without
isoflurane, n¼ 10 animals) (mean±s.d., PE0.045, Wilcoxon
rank-sum test). It should be noted that topographic, mechanical
stimulus-evoked burst onsets in sensory zones tended to decrease
from P5 to P7 (n¼ 15 animals; pooled data with and without
isoflurane, P¼ 0.0531, Kruskal–Wallis test), about 2 ms per day
(Supplementary Fig. 2), which is largely in agreement with
previous reports on the development of sensory processing in the
spinal cord37,38 and, in particular, with fibre myelination39,40.

To probe the anatomical location of premotor/motor networks,
we provided brief electrical pulses (50 ms) at different spinal cord
depths, with electrical stimulation sites matching recording sites
(intraspinal microstimulation, ISMS). For that purpose, a bipolar
electrode was lowered to the maximum depth used for recordings
(expected location of motoneurons): the minimum current
required to elicit detectable movement was determined and used
at all depths (100–200 mm steps). Electrical stimulation was
performed in deeply anesthetized (1.5% isoflurane) animals.
Muscle activity was reliably evoked for electrical stimulations in
intermediate to ventral horn laminae (Fig. 1f). Movement onset
and offset (as detected on the piezoelectric transducer signal)
were located at 11±2 ms and 146±15 ms post-stimulus,
accordingly (mean±s.d., n¼ 9 animals, Fig. 1f). The two depths
of electrical stimulation associated with the highest amplitude
movements were considered as motor zone.

Closer examination of the depth distribution of topographic
mechanical stimulus-evoked MUA across animals revealed
increases in spiking between a minimum depth of 100 mm and
a maximum depth of 600 mm (n¼ 9 animals, Fig. 1g), with the
highest within-burst spiking rates being located at 100–300mm,
estimated to correspond roughly to laminae I-IV (n¼ 23–37

responses of 15 animals per depth range, P¼ 0.0046, Wilcoxon
rank-sum test, Fig. 1h). Consistently, short-latency MUA
responses also were found predominantly at the depths of
100–300 mm (n¼ 23–37 responses of 15 animals per depth range,
P¼ 0.0030, Wilcoxon rank-sum test, Fig. 1h). Indeed, while in
adult rats Ab-fibre inputs (innocuous tactile stimulation) are
restricted to laminae III-IV, in neonatal rats A-fibre inputs reach
superficial and deeper dorsal horn laminae9,38. Muscle activity, on
the other hand, was evoked for stimulations at a minimum depth
of 600 mm (deep dorsal horn) and reached the highest magnitude
when stimulations were performed at a depth of 1,000–1,200mm
(ventral-most regions, n¼ 14–16 responses of 9 animals per
depth range, P¼ 0.046, Wilcoxon rank-sum test), without any
depth-dependence in movement onset (Fig. 1h).

Network dynamics during twitches and complex movements.
We recorded spontaneous spinal cord activity and concomitant
motor behaviour in non-anaesthetized animals, under bupre-
norphine analgesia. Spontaneous spinal cord activity was char-
acterized by intermittent LFP deflections and correlated MUA
bursts (Fig. 2a,b), which, within sensory and motor zones,
occurred at the frequencies of 4.3±1.0 min� 1 and
3.6±0.9 min� 1, respectively (mean±s.d., n¼ 15 animals, 4249
sensory zone bursts and 3362 motor zone bursts). The occurrence
of activity bursts did not differ significantly between the two
zones (Wilcoxon rank-sum test). Mean multiunit spiking activity
also did not differ significantly between motor (55±20 s� 1)
and sensory (41±18 s� 1) zones (mean±s.d., n¼ 15 animals,
Wilcoxon rank-sum test). Temporal analysis of spinal cord
activity and ipsilateral hindlimb movements (4.5±2.1 min� 1,
mean±s.d., n¼ 15 animals, 4378 events) revealed that E75% of
the recorded MUA bursts in motor zones were followed (within
100 ms) by overt hindlimb movement. Importantly, the majority
(E60%) of MUA bursts in sensory zones were preceded (within
100 ms) by movement.

Motor behaviour was characterized, qualitatively, by relatively
abundant twitching of the extremities, which occurs typically
during bouts of active sleep, and attempted crawling and pivoting,
which at these ages (P5-7) dominate awake behaviour in rats41.
Indeed, of analysed independent behavioural events (n¼ 4378),
53±15% (mean±s.d.) fell in the twitches category, which was
defined essentially as all events lasting less than 600 ms
(252±122 ms, mean±s.d.) and occurring in a background of
atonia, i.e. in the absence of preceding or following, continued
motor activity (Fig. 2c). Complex movements (events lasting
more than 900 ms, 1.7±1.4 s, mean±s.d.) were 29% of analysed
events (Fig. 2c; for methodological details, see Supplementary
Fig. 3). Parallel simultaneous recordings of limb movements and
nuchal muscle activity (electromyogram (EMG)) in an additional
group of animals (n¼ 3) revealed that limb movements occurring
during bouts of sleep (twitches/startles) on average last 376 ms
(n¼ 1,237), and that limb movements occurring during awake
periods are in average of 1.3 s duration (n¼ 461), and thus
complex movement sequences likely represent awake behaviour.
Overall, these results are in line the predominance of active sleep
and of the twitching behaviour in neonatal rats, over the first
postnatal week42.

Analysis of translaminar network dynamics during twitching
epochs revealed that twitches were reliably preceded by relatively
short-lasting bursting activity in intermediate-ventral zones,
whereas activity within sensory zones, given by LFP deflections,
current sinks and increased firing rates, was consistently observed
only following twitch onset (MUA peak at 106±69 ms after
twitch onset) (Fig. 2d, single twitch; Fig. 2e,f, single animal;
Fig. 2g, n¼ 15 animals, 2,217 twitches). The observed general
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pattern of peri-twitching network activity includes two additional
main features. First, in all animals, we found two main current
sinks initiated prior to twitching, within the ventral and

intermediate spinal cord. Second, increases in spiking frequency
within sensory and motor zones overlapped, to some extent, after
twitch onset. Cross-correlating motor and sensory spikes
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occurring within a � 0.3 to 1 s time period in relation to twitch
onset revealed peak correlations at a lag of 54±21 ms (sensory
zone spike times referenced to motor spike times, mean±s.d., 15
animals, Fig. 2h). Cross-correlating spike times in motor and
intermediate zones further confirmed a predominantly synchro-
nous activation of these two zones (Fig. 2h).

When analysing spinal cord network dynamics during complex
movements, we observed a phenomenon similar to that described
for twitching epochs, with activity in intermediate-motor zones
preceding complex movement onset, in turn followed by elevated
firing of dorsal units, which was maximal after movement onset

and declined through the time course of the complex movements
(Fig. 2i–l). We did not find fundamental differences in the
spatiotemporal organization of network patterns (LFP and MUA)
during twitching or complex movement epochs, at the single
segment level, except that complex movement-related events
lasted longer than those associated with twitches.

Deafferentation suppresses activity bursts in dorsal horn. Next,
we examined, causally, whether activation of sensory neurons by
a feedback mechanism is at the origin of the twitches/complex
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movement-related dorsal horn activation. For that purpose, in a
subset of animals (n¼ 3 of 15), we recorded spinal cord activity
before and after deafferentation. Specifically, we transected dorsal
rootlets innervating the electrode array-implanted region, as
illustrated in Fig. 3a (see also Supplementary Fig. 4). Transection
was performed in deeply anesthetized (1.5% isoflurane) animals.
Local deafferentation was confirmed by lack of topographic,
mechanical stimulus-evoked LFP deflections and correlated MUA
bursts (Fig. 3b).

Transection of dorsal rootlets caused, in all animals, a striking
reduction (of approximately 66±30%, mean±s.d.) in the
occurrence of bursts within sensory zones (Fig. 3c). Consistently,
the spiking capacity of neuronal populations within the dorsal
also was decreased following deafferentation (the mean firing rate
in sensory zones after deafferentation—through entire recording
sections, per animal—was 39±28% of the control condition,
Fig. 3c). Activation of dorsal horn neurons after twitching or
complex movements, as observed in the control condition, was
strikingly diminished or completely abrogated by deafferentation
(Fig. 3d,e, single animal, and Fig. 3f, group data). Consistently,
the previously described correlation between spike times in motor
and sensory zones during twitching or complex movement
epochs was no longer present after deafferentation (Fig. 3g).

The partial overlap between activity in sensory and motor
zones raises the possibility that sensory feedback contributes to
motor activity. Following afferent transection, activity within
motor zones was at least to a large extent preserved (Fig. 3c,
group data—general effect, Fig. 3d,e, single animal, and Fig. 3f,
group data—different epochs), as we did not detect alterations in
bursting frequency (Fig. 3c, group data—general effect), or in the
peri-twitching bursting behaviour, including multiunit frequency
peak value and time, as well as return to baseline (Fig. 3h).
Moreover, the occurrence of twitches, as well individual twitch
maximal amplitude, power (that is, signal waveform power
normalized to duration) or duration did not change following
afferent transection (Fig. 3i). Similarly, global metrics of more
complex motor behaviours were not affected by the deaf-
ferentiation procedure (Fig. 3i). Following deafferentation, move-
ments were consistently evoked by electrical stimulation at the
expected depths (Supplementary Fig. 4), as demonstrated before
(Fig. 1).

Together, our in vivo data suggest that the predominant function
of developing spinal cord networks consists in generating sponta-
neous bursts in intermediate to ventral motor zones, which drive
twitches and complex movements, that both types of movements
cause, through sensory feedback, activation of dorsal sensory zones,
and that sensory feedback is instrumental for the synchronization of
activity in sensory and motor zones of the spinal cord.

Dissociation of sensory-motor network function in vitro.
Spontaneous activity also has been described in vitro, using the
neonatal rat spinal cord preparation or neonatal rat spinal cord
slices, in which correlated sensorimotor activity may be supported
by intrinsic connections and emphatic interactions33–35,43.
Therefore, we further investigated interactions between sensory
and motor zones in the in vitro spinal cord (from P5-7 rats)
preparation, through silicone probe recordings, as performed
in vivo (Supplementary Fig. 5). Spontaneous activity in isolated
spinal cords was characterized by regular bursts within the dorsal
horn, occurring at 15±4.9 min� 1 (mean±s.d., n¼ 5 animals,
6860 bursts) (Fig. 4a,c). These were associated with a dorsal sink
(Fig. 4f) and MUA bursts (Fig. 5a), lasting approximately
119±28 ms (mean±s.d., n¼ 5 animals, 6,860 bursts). A main
feature of activity in motor zones was its organization in
megabursts� 3.0±0.3 s long periods of oscillatory activity at
6.0±0.1 s Hz, occurring at 1.7±0.3 min� 1 (mean±s.d., n¼ 5
animals, E760 bursts; Fig. 4d,g). These megabursts could be also
evoked by rhythmic dorsal root stimulation (Supplementary
Fig. 5). Isolated, short lasting bursts (with a duration of about
62±14 ms), reminiscent of twitch-related events in vivo, also
occurred in motor zones, at a frequency of approximately
2 min� 1 (5 animals, 760 bursts; Fig. 4e,h).

Sensory or motor bursts-triggered histograms of MUA, and
cross-correlation analysis of bursts in both zones revealed weakly
(or failed to reveal any) correlated firing (Fig. 5a–e). Indeed, only
about 3% of bursts within sensory zones were followed (within a
maximum lag of 100 ms) by bursts within motor zones (average,
n¼ 5 animals, for which in total 6860 events were detected).
Moreover, in average, only 5% of mega- and 16% of short-lasting
motor bursts were preceded by sensory bursts. Further cross-
correlation analysis of units in sensory and motor zones
referenced to entire recording sessions showed only a weak
correlation, with sensory neurons firing 2–46 ms ahead of motor
units (peak value of 5.4 spikes s� 1). This is in striking contrast to
the activity recorded in vivo, where motor units led sensory
activity both during twitching and complex movement episodes,
with a lag of 58±22 ms (peak value of 24±17 spikes ms� 1,
mean±s.d., n¼ 15 animals). It also differs from the overall
activity pattern through entire recording sessions after transecting
dorsal rootlets in vivo, where the correlation between the two
zones was dramatically decreased or completely lost (Fig. 5e).

Pharmacological analysis of spontaneous activity in the isolated
spinal cord revealed that combined application of the ionotropic
glutamate receptor antagonists CNQX and APV completely
suppressed network-driven events both in sensory and motor
zones (Supplementary Fig. 6), and that blockade of GABA(A)
receptors with gabazine eliminated regular bursts in sensory

Figure 3 | In vivo deafferentation suppresses spontaneous dorsal horn bursting. (a) Schematic representation of the local deafferentation procedure

performed in a subset of animals (n¼ 3 of 15). (b) Mechanical stimulus (stim)-triggered mean LFP traces and corresponding normalized PSTHs of MUA before

(Ctrl) and after deafferentation (Deaffer), (nE100 stimuli per condition, single animal). Note the lack of stim-evoked responses in the after condition. (c) Global

effect of deafferentation on bursting and mean firing frequencies in sensory (sen, light blue) and motor (mot, black) zones, graphed as percentage of control

(mean±s.d., n¼ 3 animals). (d) Effect of deafferentation on spinal cord network dynamics during twitching (single animal). Top: twitch onset-triggered mean LFP

traces and CSD maps before and after deafferentation (nBeforeDeaffer¼66 and nAfterDeaffer¼ 108 twitches). Bottom: Corresponding normalized PETHs of MUA, and

mean twitch waveforms (black and grey traces: mean±s.d.). (e) Effect of deafferentation on network dynamics during complex movement epochs (single animal).

Normalized time-histograms of MUA aligned to complex movement onset (nBeforeDeaffer¼66 and nAfterDeaffer¼ 108 complex movements). (f) Top: normalized

twitch onset-triggered time-histograms of sen, int and mot MUA before and after deafferentation (black and grey traces: mean±s.d., nBeforeDeaffer¼ 273 twitches

and nAfterDeaffer¼ 321 twitches). Bottom: normalized complex movement onset-triggered histograms of sen, int and mot MUA before and after deafferentation

(black and grey traces: mean±s.d., nBeforeDeaffer¼ 273 twitches and nAfterDeaffer¼ 321 twitches). (g) Cross-correlograms of peri-twitching and peri-movement mot

and sen spikes before and after deafferentation (black and grey traces: mean±s.e.m.). (h) Effect of deafferentation on peri-twitching ventral spiking activity (% of

control, mean±s.d.). Graphs showing, for mot, the twitches-related within-bursts MUA peak frequency (spikes ms� 1) and respective time in relation to twitch

onset (latency), as well as bursts offset (peak frequency to baseline return—duration). (i) Spontaneous behaviour. Twitches and complex movements frequency

(min� 1), maximal amplitude, power (normalized to duration) and duration after versus before transection of afferent fibers (% of control). ***Po0.001 (a full

description of the statistical test used is included in the ‘Materials and methods’ section).
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zones and significantly increased LFP power and MUA during
motor megabursts, with loss of the prominent within-burst 6 Hz
oscillation; during these epileptiform discharges in motor zones
evoked by disinhibition44, activation of neurons in sensory zones
was not observed (Supplementary Fig. 7).

Thus, in contrast to the in vivo situation, activity in the isolated
spinal cord was characterized by much weaker interactions
between sensory and motor zones, and by a temporal leading of
sensory neurons in the isolated sensory-motor network, inverse to
the in vivo situation, where motor zones headed population
activity. Taken together, data obtained in the isolated spinal cord
provide strong support to the hypothesis that sensorimotor
integration in spinal cord under physiological conditions is
primarily driven by sensory feedback resulting from motor unit-
driven movements.

Discussion
We explored the spatiotemporal dynamics in spinal cord
sensorimotor networks in relation to spontaneous movements
of neonatal rat pups in vivo. We observed highly correlated
activity in motor and sensory zones of the spinal cord during
spontaneous movements, both twitches and complex movements,
with the following activation sequence: motoneurons—
movements—sensory neurons. Deafferentation through local
transection of dorsal roots/rootlets profoundly suppressed activity
bursts in sensory zones and desynchronized sensory and
motoneurons without affecting global metrics of activity in
motor zones and movements. Dissociation of the activity in
motor and sensory zones also was observed in the isolated spinal
cord preparation in vitro. Taken together, our results strongly
support the hypothesis that sensory feedback from spontaneous
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movements is instrumental for the temporal binding of motor
and sensory neurons in the developing spinal cord.

The hypothesis that sensory feedback, or reafferentation,
synchronizes the activity of motor and sensory neurons during
neonatal spontaneous movements is based on the assumption
that movements are associated with the activation of proprio-
ceptors, tactile and eventually pain receptors. Provided that
primary afferents and sensory neurons are mature enough,
activation of primary sensory neurons during movements should

result in activation of secondary sensory neurons in the spinal
cord. This hypothesis is supported by a number of observations.
First, sensory inputs drive activity in the spinal cord dorsal horn
from early developmental stages38. Second, conditioning through
artificial introduction of aberrant sensory input during twitching
leads to an increased nociceptive reflex error rate, thus underlying
sensory-to-motor connectivity might be guided by sensory
feedback7,9. Finally, spontaneous twitches reliably precede
activation of thalamo-cortical networks11,13,45. The detailed
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characterization of the translaminar spinal network dynamics in
behaving rat pups provided by this study further supports the
sensory feedback hypothesis. We observed that activation of
sensory neurons follows twitch/complex movement onset, and
that the delay of MUA bursts in sensory zones from movement
onset is close to the delay of sensory-evoked responses. In the case
of an underlying excitatory efferent copy mechanism, as
suggested on the basis of results obtained in the isolated spinal
cord in vitro, the delay in sensory neuron activation should have
been much shorter, or sensory neuron activation could even
have preceded movement onset34. Moreover, we found that
local deafferentation almost completely eliminated activation of
sensory neurons during spontaneous movements. This directly
indicates that sensory feedback is a necessary condition for
correlated activation of motor and sensory neurons. Finally, we
also failed to observe any prominent correlated activity between
sensory and motor neurons in the isolated spinal cord
preparation in vitro, despite the rich repertoire of spontaneous
activity patterns occurring essentially independently in motor and
sensory zones. Previous studies revealed that different types of
neonatal spontaneous movements, twitches and complex
movements, evoke cardinally different cortical responses29,30.
Twitches and startles, occurring typically during active sleep, are
followed by excitation of neurons in primary motor cortex and
hippocampus, which is largely in agreement with the results that
have been obtained in the present study. In contrast, complex,
long-lasting movements that occur during awake periods failed to
activate cortical regions. It has been suggested that these two
types of motor events are processed differently, the twitches being
processed as unexpected events, whereas complex movements are
associated with inhibition of cortical activation via corollary
discharges. Gating of sensory inputs during complex movements
could occur at the level of spinal cord, for example, via local
GABAergic interneuron-mediated inhibitory corollary discharge
on dorsal sensory neurons and primary afferents32. In the present
study, we found that complex movements are associated with the
activation of neurons in sensory zones (Fig. 3), pointing to
supraspinal mechanisms of inhibition of cortical-hippocampal
activation during complex movements.

Interestingly, activity in motor spinal cord regions and
corresponding twitches and complex movements were not grossly
affected by deafferentation, which is in keeping with previous
behavioural results, where no effect of deafferentation on the
expression and structure of twitches was shown7. This is in
apparent contradiction with our findings that sensory stimuli
activate not only sensory, but also intermediate and motor units
(Fig. 1), suggesting that sensory feedback has the potential to
modulate motor bursts through the excitatory feedback loop
involving sensory feedback from movements. However, neither
firing of motor units nor duration of motor bursts associated with
twitching or complex movements (Fig. 3) were reduced by
deafferentation, indicating the autonomy and robustness of the
motor generating circuits. It should be noted that, both in the
present and in previous studies7, spinal motor activity and
associated spontaneous movements were assessed only during a
relatively short period of time after deafferentation. However,
changes in the normal expression and development of motor
activity and behaviour are likely to occur at a longer time scale25,
in line with the model of plasticity induced by sensory feedback in
developing sensorimotor networks9.

Our study revealed the temporal organization and intralaminar
dynamics of sensory-evoked responses in the neonatal rat spinal
cord in vivo, at the network level. We found that there are
important age-specific differences in the properties of sensory-
evoked responses in neonatal rats compared to adult animals.
First, the response delays were longer, which likely reflects the

myelination process39,40,46,47 and matches the delays reported
previously36,37. In agreement with previous results, we also
observed a much shorter delay between the responses conveyed
by tactile and putative nociceptive afferents. Putative C-fibre
inputs triggered spiking of sensory units located exclusively in
superficial laminae and, in the no-anesthesia condition, also
triggered spiking of motor units, likely reflecting the activation of
the nociceptive withdrawal reflex networks9,38. Second, while in
adult animals sensory stimulation leads to short-lasting
responses, we found that in P5-7 rats, sensory stimulation
evokes relatively long-lasting bursts of activity (E70 ms) in
sensory zones. This suggests that the sensory spinal cord network
in P5-7 rats operates in an immature bursting mode, as do so
many other neuronal networks in that period19,48,49. These
relatively long-lasting sensory responses are further conveyed
bottom-up and likely contribute to bursting in thalamus-cortex.
However, the duration of thalamocortical oscillations evoked by
sensory stimulation is significantly longer, up to 1 s13,14. In
addition, sensory-evoked bursts in the spinal cord were not
organized in any prominent oscillatory pattern in the frequency
range characteristic of EGOs11,14,28 or spindle-bursts11,13,50. This
suggests that sensory output from the spinal cord triggers, but
does not drive thalamocortical oscillations. This is also supported
by the findings that spindle-bursts in S1 hindlimb area persist,
although at lower frequency, after spinalization at mid-thoracic
level, that completely eliminates input from the secondary
sensory neurons13.

Our main goal of using the isolated spinal cord preparation was
to explore whether and how local intraspinal circuits directly
support interactions between sensory and motor neurons,
independently of sensory feedback, during bursting network
behaviours. In keeping with the results of previous studies, the
in vitro neonatal rat spinal cord preparation displayed sponta-
neous bursting activity33–35,44. Interestingly, the activity in motor
zones was organized in two main patterns: short-duration bursts,
which are reminiscent of the short twitch-producing bursts
in vivo (see also Bos et al.34), and long duration megabursts,
which are similar to the in vivo complex motor events. The
in vitro megabursts were characterized by prominent 6 Hz
oscillations, which were never observed during complex bursts
in vivo, however. Such spontaneous complex movement-like
events, which typically occur during awake, explorative states,
have not been reported previously with respect to the isolated
spinal cord. This finding indicates that not only twitches, but also
complex motor events can be generated in the neonatal spinal
cord independently of top-down commands. In the dorsal horn,
the activity was organized in regular short bursts, similar in
duration to the twitch-triggered bursts, yet occurring at much
higher frequency than in vivo, particularly in the deafferentated
state. Thus, despite of some difference in the frequency of
events and oscillatory feature of the megabursts, the
global organization of activity in the isolated spinal cord
in vitro was remarkably similar to the activity patterns
expressed by the spinal cord in vivo, considering the activity in
dorsal and ventral zones separately. However, a striking
difference was found in the temporal correlations between the
activity in motor and sensory zones, which essentially behaved
independently, as in the deafferentated spinal cord in vivo, and
the mere correlations, when expressed, were inverted from a
motor to sensory lead in vivo to a sensory to motor lead in vitro
(see also Bos et al.34). These results confirm our conclusion on the
instrumental role of sensory feedback in synchronizing sensory
and motor neurons, as revealed by our in vivo experiments, while
pointing to limited roles of local communication between motor
and sensory neurons in the generation of coordinated
sensorimotor activities.
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Pharmacological analysis indicated a primary contribution of
glutamatergic mechanisms in the generation of spontaneous
bursts in motor and sensory zones, as all organized activity was
suppressed by glutamate receptor antagonists, in agreement with
previous studies34,51,52. However, GABAergic mechanisms
differently contributed to the function of dorsal and ventral
networks: while the recurrent bursts in dorsal horn were
completely suppressed by the GABA(A) receptor antagonist,
activity in motor zones was boosted and converted to
epileptiform discharges (see also refs 34,44,53). Importantly,
even these hypersynchronous events in the disinhibited motor
zones failed to activate dorsal horn neurons, indicating that
glutamatergic networks implicated in generation of motor activity
do not project to dorsal neurons. This is also in keeping with a
perinatal switch in GABA actions from excitatory to inhibitory on
motor and sensory spinal cord neurons54–58. On the other hand,
spontaneous bursts in dorsal roots and following them excitatory
postsynaptic potentials in motoneurons and ventral root
discharges in the spinal cord in vitro are suppressed by the
NKCC1 blocker bumetanide and enhanced by the positive
allosteric GABA(A) modulator diazepam, indicating an
involvement of NKCC1-dependent excitatory actions of GABA
on primary afferents34. Yet, in the intact neonatal animals in vivo
bumetanide was shown to have little effect, whereas diazepam was
shown to exert mainly inhibitory actions on spontaneous and
sensory-evoked activity in the somatosensory and visual cortex
suggesting limited contribution of the NKCC1-dependent
excitatory networks actions of GABA in vivo59–61. Such a
difference in the GABAergic contributions to the spinal cord
functions could explain the inversed temporal correlations
between the activity in sensory and motor zones and higher
frequency of the dorsal bursts in vitro than in vivo, but this
remains to be experimentally demonstrated.

The main goal of our study was to characterize the dynamics of
motor and sensory networks in the spinal cord of neonatal rats in
the context of their motor behaviour. Our main conclusion is that
the activity in sensory zones follows the activity in motor zones,
and that sensory feedback resulting both from short twitches and
more complex movement sequences is instrumental for sensor-
imotor synchronization. While the idea of the importance of
sensory feedback from neonatal movements in driving the activity
in sensory networks is not novel, the present study provides
strong evidence to this hypothesis through an exploration of the
dynamics of sensorimotor networks in the developing spinal cord.

Methods
All experiments were performed in accordance with protocols approved by the
Ethical Committee for Animal Research of Marseille (reference 00708.01).

Subjects. Subjects, in total 25, were 5–7 days old male and female Wistar rats,
weighing 12.0–22.6 g, from multiple litters. Animals were obtained from the
in-house breeding colonies. All animals were housed in enriched laboratory cages,
in climate-controlled rooms (22 �C, 60% humidity), under a 12 h light/12 h dark
cycle and with ad libitum access to water and food. Prior to the onset of experi-
ments, we verified that the pups had been recently fed (with ingested milk being
visible through the abdominal skin). Animals were randomly selected from mul-
tiple litters; age selection was based on colony availability. Experimental cases that
did not meet the pre-established criteria—first, the positioning of the electrode,
which was verified post hoc, and, second, lack of discernable tissue damage—were
excluded from the study (n¼ 2 animals—1 in vivo; 1 in vitro).

Electrophysiological recordings in vivo. We developed a method for simulta-
neously recording electrical activity across spinal cord laminae and motor beha-
viour in neonatal rats, based in part on previous preparations for chronic imaging
of the dorsal spinal cord and spinal single-wire or patch-clamp electrophysiological
recordings in anesthetized, adult rodents62–65. Specifically, prior to and during
surgery, animals (n¼ 15) were anesthetized using isoflurane (Aerrane) and given
the analgesic buprenorphine (0.03 mg Kg� 1 of body weight, Buprecare). Local
anesthesia and vasoconstriction were additionally provided by subcutaneous

injection of lidocaine-adrenaline (Xylocaı̈ne-Adrenaline, AstraZeneca) prior to skin
incision. Throughout the experiments, body temperature was kept at 37 �C using a
heating pad (TC-344B, Warner Instruments). Animals were, at all times,
surrounded by a cotton nest, mimicking the presence of the mother and
littermates. Dorsal laminectomy was performed typically at the level of vertebrae
Th13 and L1. The spinal cord was protected by silicone oil up to the insertion of
the electrode array, and a ring-shaped metal adaptor was fixed onto additionally
exposed spinal vertebrae, using a thin layer of cyanoacrylate and dental adhesive.
The adaptor was attached to a customized stereotactic frame, enabling spinal cord
stabilization. The position of the heating path was carefully adjusted, on the z axis,
to not constrain natural respiration-related displacements, which could otherwise
translate into an upward pressure and spinal displacement. To avoid relatively large
movements, animals were partially head-restrained through a thin cylinder-shaped
stereotaxic frame adaptor gently fixed onto a small portion of the head. To further
avoid potential spinal displacements during tail movements, the tail was very
mildly restrained using a small piece of adhesive tape. Buprenorphine was re-
administered every 6 h (if applicable).

A linear silicone-based electrode array (15 mm thick, width of 33mm at the
penetrating electrode and of 125mm at the surface-most electrode; 16 recording
sites, with a centre-to-centre separation of 100 mm, each with an area of 703 mm2;
A1� 16-5 mm-100-703-A16, Neuronexus) was inserted in the spinal cord.
The tip of the electrode array was positioned at 0.3–0.5 mm lateral to the central
vein, and the array was lowered, following dura puncture, with a medial to lateral
angle of approximately 17�. Labelling of the electrode array with the fluorescent
dye 1,10-Dioctadecyl-3,3,30,30-tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate
(DiI, Sigma-Aldrich) prior to insertion facilitated the later anatomical location of
the array track (Fig. 1 and Supplementary Fig. 1). Spinal pulsations were minimized
by topical application of low-melt agarose. Two chlorided silver wires placed at the
surface of the spinal cord and vertebral column served as reference and ground
electrodes, respectively.

Recordings were initiated after a minimum waiting period of 30 min following
implantation of the electrode array and performed as described previously13. Briefly,
wideband neurophysiological signals were amplified � 1,000 through a custom-built
amplifier and acquired at 10 kHz (Digidata, Axon Instruments). Tactile stimuli were
provided through a 0.6 mm-diameter metal bar driven by a piezoelectric bending
actuator (PAB-4010, Nihon Ceratec), which was controlled by a square pulse (5–10 ms)
delivered at 0.2 s� 1 using a stimulator (Master 8, AMPI) and stimulus isolator
(ISO-Flex, AMPI). We performed approximately 100 trials per stimulation point.
Spontaneous activity was recorded 30–60 min after discontinuing anesthesia.

Following recordings, animals were given an overdose of urethane
(3 g Kg� 1, Sigma-Aldrich) and perfused intracardially with saline for 1 min and,
subsequently, with 4% formaldehyde for 2 min (at a rate of 5 ml min� 1).

Motor behaviour. Ipsilateral hindlimb movements were simultaneously recorded
through a piezoelectric transducer (KPEG165, Kingstate, Fig. 1a), which enabled
detection of the smallest visible movements, including respiration-related ones. The
signal was digitized at 10 kHz, as described before (Digidata interface).

Intra-spinal microstimulation (ISMS). A bipolar 50mm nichrome-wire
(A-M Systems) electrode was inserted in the spinal cord, under deep anesthesia
(1.5% isoflurane). The electrode was lowered to the maximum depth used for
recordings (near motoneuron pools); the current required to evoke detectable
movements was determined (threshold) and used for all subsequent stimulations.
Stimulation sites matched recording sites. Electrical pulses (50 ms, delivered at a
frequency of 0.2 s� 1) at near-threshold current were generated by an AMPI
stimulator and stimulus isolator, as above described. We performed approximately
50 trials per stimulation depth.

Transection of dorsal rootlets. In a subset of animals (n¼ 3 of 15), deeply
anesthetized using 1.5% isoflurane, the electrode array was retracted from the
spinal cord, and durotomy was performed to expose the dorsal rootlets innervating
the array-implanted and adjacent regions (Fig. 5a and Supplementary Fig. 4).
Rootlets were gently set aside with the aid of an ultrafine forceps and transected
using ultrafine micro-scissors. The completeness of local afferent transection was
verified by lack of tactile stimulus-induced spinal responses.

Defining sleep-awake states and related movements. In a separate group of
animals (n¼ 3 sham, head-restrained animals), we detected limb movements
through piezoelectric transducers, as above described, and simultaneously recorded
nuchal EMG, essentially as described by others66. Signals were amplified and
digitized at 32 kHz using a Digital Lynx SX, Neuralynx data acquisition system.
Defining sleep-awake states in neonatal rats, at stages in which the expression of
characteristic sleep-wake neurophysiological patterns is not yet present is
commonly achieved through nuchal EMG recordings1.

Extracellular recordings in vitro. Spinal cords were isolated essentially as
described previously by others34. Animals (n¼ 6) were anesthetized using
isoflurane, decapitated and rapidly eviscerated. The preparation was immersed
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quickly in ice-cold, carbogenated (95% O2–5% CO2) artificial cerebrospinal fluid
(aCSF) and pinned down. We then performed a dorsal laminectomy, from sacral to
cervical segments. The dura matter was carefully excised, and the spinal cord,
together with dorsal and ventral roots, was quickly transferred to and maintained
in a holding chamber (containing carbogenated aCSF) at room temperature (RT)
for at least 1 h. The spinal cord was then placed, dorsal side up, in a modified
interface recording chamber67, where it was submerged in and perfused with
carbogenated (95% O2–5% CO2) aCSF (3–4 ml min� 1) of the following
composition, in mM: 130 NaCL, 4 KCl, 2 CaCl2, 1.3 MgSO4, 0.58 NaHPO4, 25
NaHCO3 and 10 glucose at RT. The electrode array and implantation procedure
were as described for in vivo recordings (Supplementary Fig. 5a).

Signals were amplified using a xCellAmp64 amplifier and digitized at 10 kHz
(DIPSI). Dorsal and ventral roots were stimulated using a bipolar 50mm nichrome-
wire electrode; electrical pulses (50ms) were generated by a Grass Products stimulator
and stimulus isolator and delivered at 0.2–2 Hz. In a subset of experiments, recordings
were performed under control conditions and in the presence of 2R)-amino-5-
phosphonopentanoate (APV, 50mM) and 6-cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione
(CNQX, 20mM), or 4-[6-imino-3-(4-methoxyphenyl)pyridazin-1-yl] butanoic acid
hydrobromide (gabazine, 5mM), all from Sigma-Aldrich. Upon completion of the
experiment, one preparation was gently turned ventral side up, and the silicone probe
inserted in order to match the previous dorsal side up configuration; the activity
patterns obtained in the dorsal side up preparation were verified in the inversed set-up.

Histology. Isolated spinal cords were kept in 4% formaldehyde for at least 1 week,
at 4 �C. First, to confirm the spinal cord segment in which the electrode array was
inserted, we studied the position of the dorsal DiI signal in relation to lumbar
ventral roots. In parallel, the (dorsal) lumbar enlargement was imaged: epi-
fluorescence (DiI) and dark-field micrographs were acquired under standardized
conditions using an Olympus SZX16 microscope and the CellSens software
(Olympus). In acquired images, the area corresponding to the lumbar enlargement
(dorsal surface) was divided in six equal segments, considered as L1-L6 (E1 mm).
Next, the lumbar spinal cord was sliced transversally. Slices (200 mm, thick) were
imaged as above described prior to immunohistochemistry. We performed choline
acetyltransferase (ChAT) and neuronal nuclei (NeuN) immunohistochemistry.
Slices (free-floating) were rinsed three times with PBS and kept in a 5% blocking
solution—5% normal serum (Jackson ImmunoResearch) and 0.25% Triton X-100
(Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS—for 1 h at RT. Thereafter, slices were incubated with a
goat anti-ChAT antibody (1:100, Chemicon, Merck Millipore) and a mouse anti-
NeuN antibody (1:200, Chemicon) in 2% blocking solution overnight at 4 �C. After
rinsing, slices were incubated with an anti-goat Alexa633-conjugate antibody and
an anti-mouse Alexa488-conjugate antibody (both from Molecular Probes, Invi-
trogen) in 2% blocking solution for 2 h at RT. Fluorescent dyes (DiI, Alexa488 and
Alexa633) were imaged using a Leica TCS SP5 X confocal miscroscope (Leica).
Note that the DiI signal was strikingly diminished by the immunohistochemistry
protocol. To our knowledge, there is no available systematic study on the anato-
mical organization of the neonatal rat spinal cord. Hence, laminae borders were
extrapolated from analysis of dark-field images (slice morphology), ChAT and
NeuN immunoreactivity patterns, and knowledge of the adult rat spinal cord. Note
that images were linearly altered for better visualization of slice morphology. The
anatomical location of each recording site of the electrode array was estimated
using the insertion coordinates and the corresponding or age-matched histological
assessment (as demonstrated in Fig. 1b and Supplementary Fig. 1). Throughout the
manuscript, depth refers to the subdural depth considering the electrode array (and
not the dorsal-ventral) axis, for simplification.

Data analysis. Data were analysed offline using the Axon Instruments software, as
well as conventional and custom-made MATLAB routines. Raw data were pre-
processed using a custom-developed set of programs in the MATLAB analysis
environment. For spike detection, the original wide-band signal was band-pass
filtered (300–4000 Hz), and negative events exceeding 3.2 (in vitro) to 4 (in vivo) �
minimum s.d. (using 10 ms windows) were considered spikes. Simultaneous events,
that is, spikes detected in more than half of the recording sites with zero jitter, were
considered artifacts and eliminated (rare). With respect to in vitro recordings,
electrical stimulation artefacts were eliminated by truncating the original wide-
band signal at � 1 to 1 ms considering the stimulus first peak. Positive polarity is
depicted up in all figures. Tactile stimulus times or behavioural event onsets
(in vivo), as well as electrical stimulation of dorsal and ventral roots or spontaneous
sensory and motor bursts onsets (in vitro) were used as triggers to compute mean
LFP and current source density (CSD, second spatial derivative of LFP) maps, as
well as individual trigger spectrograms of field. CSD analysis was used to eliminate
volume conduction and localize synaptic currents; CSD was computed for each
recording site and smoothed with a triangular kernel of length 3. Spectral analysis
was carried out using the Chronux toolbox. Spectral power was given by direct
multi-taper estimators (generally, 5 Hz bandwidth, 3 tapers, 200 ms spectral win-
dow); to remove the slow frequency envelope, the LFP was filtered (5–100 Hz). For
presentation, translaminar peri-stim time-histograms (PSTHs) and peri-event
time-histograms (PETHs) of MUA, firing rates for each recording site (bin
size¼ 1 ms) were smoothed by a 10-point moving average, and a between channels
interpolation of 7th order was used.

For each animal and tactile stimulation point (in vivo), PSTHs of MUA were
computed. Detection of channels showing stimulus-evoked activity was achieved
by the Otsu’s method. In all cases, the identified channels were located within the
dorsal horn, as estimated histologically. It should be noted, however, that when
recordings were done in the absence of isoflurane, an elevation of MUA at the level
of the ventral horn also could be found (see Fig. 2 and Supplementary Fig. 2). For
each identified channel, the precise average response onset and offset were
determined using a trapezoidal sum-based method (adapted from Mitrukhina
et al.68). Then, we selected the two channels showing the earliest onsets; these were
always contiguous and the respective depths referred to as ‘sensory zone’. The
corresponding within-response MUA frequencies were averaged, and normalized
to the maximum value obtained across stimulation points (for each animal).
Normalized MUA frequency values were represented as colour-coded dots overlaid
on respective stimulation points in aged-matched hindlimb photographs, allowing
the creation of a ‘response map’. The stimulation point associated with the shortest
onset and maximal MUA frequency (‘topographic’) was considered for further
single animal and group data analyses.

An equivalent analysis was carried out with respect to the activity evoked by
electrical stimulation of different dorsal roots (in vitro).

For each intraspinal depth of electrical stimulation (in vivo), the stimulus onset
was used as trigger for averaging the corresponding movement signal (recorded
through a piezoelectric transducer). Movement onset and offset were determined as
described above68. Results are presented as the mean signal per depth overlaid on a
colour-coded amplitude map, which was normalized to the maximum value
obtained across depths of stimulation. The two depths associated with the highest
evoked-movement amplitudes were considered as motor zone and used for
subsequent analysis. With respect to the intermediate zone, we considered the two
recording sites located 300 and 200 mm dorsal to the dorsal-most recording site
corresponding to the motor zone; thus, intermediate zones corresponded to the
average depths of 680–780 mm.

With respect to activity evoked by electrical stimulation of ventral roots
(in vitro), the stimulus onset was used as a trigger for averaging LFP and
computing a CSD map. Response-associated recording sites, generally 2, were
identified by analysis of PSTHs of MUA and confirmed by visual inspection of
single responses (population spikes).

To quantify the relationship between behaviour and spinal cord activity (in vivo),
we first defined behavioural events. We determined the minimum standard deviation
of the original movement signal found in sliding windows of 1–106 ms (log scale),
with 50% overlap. For all records, a striking increase in the minimum s.d. was
obtained for windows bigger than 104 ms, and thus, a multiplier (generally 4–6) of
the minimum s.d. obtained when using 10 ms windows used was as (±) threshold to
discriminate noise from real events, on demeaned traces. Then, local minimum and
maximum signal values were calculated, and peaks less than 300 ms apart were
considered part of a single event, taking into account signal resolution and previous
studies13,69. The first derivative of the demeaned trace was then calculated, and the
precise twitch onset given by the first zero of the differential preceding the event’s
first intersection with the threshold. Offset detection followed an equivalent rule
(Supplementary Fig. 3). Thereafter, events shorter than 600 ms were considered as
putative twitches and manually classified using a customized data viewer, showing
single cases in a time window of 4 s. Specifically, events were classified as twitches
(likely including indiscernible bouts of twitches at different joints) if occurring on a
background of atonia (that is, there were no detected events in the preceding and
following E1 s). All remaining events were classified as short-lasting movements
(typically ending complex movement sequences, 26.6% of all detected events) or
noise (14.8% of all detected events), and were not considered for further analysis.
Events lasting 600–900 ms were considered intermediate behavioural events
(and were included in the total number of detected independent behavioural events;
note that in Fig. 1a,c, these events also are represented in grey, together with
short-lasting movements, for simplification). Events lasting more than 900 ms were
considered as complex movements. For the parallel analysis of simultaneous
recordings of limb movements (through piezoelectric transducers) and nuchal EMG,
piezoelectric transducer-derived and EMG signals were treated independently. Limb
movements were detected as above described. With respect to nuchal EMG, the
original wide-band signal was filtered (300–700 Hz), demeaned, and negative events
exceeding 3.2–4� minimum s.d. (using 10 ms windows) were detected and
transferred to the frequency domain (through 25 ms sliding windows, with a 1 ms
overlap). Then, events larger than 1� s.d. of the frequency trace were detected and
joined when: (1) occurring less than 800 ms apart; (2) the mean inter-event activity
(original trace, absolute values) was higher than threshold. Finally, events lasting
more than 1 s were considered as awake bouts. All remaining periods of the
recording session were considered as sleep.

For each animal, translaminar PETHs of MUA, with detected twitch onsets as
reference point, were computed essentially as described before. For further analysis
of spontaneous translaminar cord MUA, we used data from previously identified
sensory and motor zones, as well as from intermediate zones. For each twitch, the
mean baseline (entire session) was used to detect MUA frequency peaks in motor,
intermediate and sensory zones; results are presented as average MUA frequency
peak times and baseline return times. A similar analysis was carried out for
complex movements. However, due to the large repertoire of complex movement
durations and lack of stereotypy, each complex movement period (onset-offset)
was divided in 100 bins, and thus firing dynamics during complex movement
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epochs are presented as time-normalized PETHs. With respect to pre-onset and
post-offset periods, we considered � 0.5 and þ 0.5 s periods, respectively; binning
was done considering the mean complex movement duration (1.7 s). For each
animal, the mean of pre-onset period MUA activity was considered as baseline
mean. Cross-correlation analyses between motor and sensory zone spikes, and
between motor and intermediate zone spikes were performed taking into account
twitching epochs (300 ms prior to and to 1 s after twitch or 300 ms prior to 1.5 s),
complex movement epochs (onset to offset), or entire recording sessions (per
animal). Each cross-correlogram (bin size¼ 1 ms) was smoothed by a 3-point
moving average.

To further understand temporal correlations between behaviour and spinal cord
network activity, we detected activity bursts within sensory and motor zones, based
on a previously described method70. For that purpose, individual channel’s
instantaneous firing rates were calculated using sliding windows of 50 ms (10%
overlap). Bursts were generally considered as events exceeding 5 s.d. of the
instantaneous firing rate, and events (MUA frequency peaks) less than 500 ms
apart were considered as one. Then, event onsets and offsets were estimated taking
into account the nearest intersections with the baseline mean (respectively).

To detect in vitro bursts of activity within identified sensory and motor zones,
we used an approach similar to that described for the in vivo data, with a few
modifications. Bursts were generally considered as events exceeding 3 s.d. of the
instantaneous firing rate. Bursts within sensory zones were rather stereotypical. In
motor zones, however, we observed two main event types: short- and long-lasting
(or mega-) bursts organized in E6 Hz LFP and MUA coherent oscillations. Here, a
first threshold (3 s.d.) was used to more sensibly establish mega-bursts, while a
second threshold (4 s.d.) was used to eliminate between-bursts potentially spurious
increases in firing rates (that is, isolated short-lasting events � 56% of detected
events were excluded). Here, local minimum LFP values were used to align events.
Sensory and motor events were then used as triggers to compute mean LFP, CSD
maps and PETHs of MUA. Onsets and offsets of sensory and short-lasting motor
events were estimated using the trapezoidal sum-based method on triggered, spike
histograms. Mega-bursts onsets and offsets were simply estimated by the first and
last local minimum LFP value.

Cross-correlation analysis of spike times, and bursts times (onset phase) in the
two different zones was carried out essentially as described previously.

Statistics. We did not use statistical methods to calculate the required sample size,
a priori, but the number of animals used in this study is consistent with that used in
previous reports13. Data could not be acquired by an experimenter blinded to the
study design. Nonetheless, data were analysed offline, in serial runs, and was
independently verified by different analysts. Unless otherwise indicated, the
statistical tests used do not assume a normal distribution of the data, and to
compare two groups, we used the Wilcoxon rank-sum test (unpaired data) or the
Wilcoxon signed-rank test (paired-data), as indicated in the ‘Results’ section and
figure captions. In some cases (twitches-related within-bursts MUA peak frequency
and respective time in relation to twitch onset, as well as bursts offset, that is, peak
frequency to baseline return, twitch/complex movements, maximal amplitudes,
power and durations, before and after deafferentation), the Kolmogorov–Smirnov
test was used instead. In additional particular cases, namely comparisons relative to
firing, bursting or movement rates before and after deafferentation, to test for
significance, we used a shuffling/bootstrap method. For each animal, we randomly
selected 30 recorded minutes. The spikes/bursts train in a selected sensory or motor
channel was circularized, and the beginning of a trial was randomly chosen. Then,
surrogate trials were recomputed 100 times to generate a global band of confidence
(the 5% highest and lowest values of the 100 trials� 3 animals). Results were
considered significant when Po0.05; in the figures, Po0.05, Po0.01 and Po0.001
were represented by one, two or three asterisks, respectively; specific P were
included in the ‘Results’ section.

Data availability. The authors declare that all data and MATLAB codes used to
generate the figures are available upon request.
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